INDIAN INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENTAHMEDABAD
Requires

Senior Policy Consultant
For India Gold Policy Centre

About IGPC: The India Gold Policy Center (IGPC) at the Indian Institute of
Management Ahmedabad (IIMA) is a think tank conducting applied research on the
Gold Industry in India and has been an advisor to Department of Economic Affairs on
the required policy reforms related to gold markets in India.
In Budget 2018 Finance Minister announced to develop a comprehensive gold policy,
to develop gold as an asset class, a spot gold exchange and revamp the gold
monetization scheme. All of these efforts are directed to formalizing the gold market.
Some of the countries globally are examples on the economics benefits of formalizing
and internationalizing the gold trade. To appreciate how international markets
operate and putting it in context to Indian market requires comprehensive
understanding of the markets at ground both globally and India. In order to facilitate
this transition IGPC intends to hire a Senior Policy Consultant who would with their
expert knowledge about global and Indian gold market facilitate the decision-making
process for policy makers.
For more details about IGPC please see link: https://www.iima.ac.in/web/areas-andcentres/research-centers/igpc.

Job Description






Coordinate with various regulators and departments within government of
India as an advisor and be able to communicate ideas in a concise format.
Require connecting with various departments within government that are
working directly or indirectly in matters related to gold.
Contribute to research work initiated by the Center.
Organise inter-services training programme on gold.
Contribute towards building a curriculum on gold

Qualification, Experience & Skill Requirements:









A Chartered Accountant or a law graduate from premier law school with deep
understanding on taxation and accounting regulations in context to commodity
trade in India.
Exposure in treasury role with banks will be an added advantage.
Requires comprehensive understanding of the functioning of the gold trade.
This would include a thorough knowledge about the current process with
respect to importing gold, complete trade flow, the risk management practices
followed by industry.
Be able to effectively communicate this understanding to key decision makers
through various medium.
Equally strong understanding of global gold market infrastructure in some of
the matured markets and put it in context to India.
Should be able to work independently with less supervision.

Experience: Minimum 20 years of experience
Location of work: New Delhi, selected candidate will have the facility of working
from home. The Centre shall provide the required infrastructure and communication
devices.

Age: Between 47 to 55 years as on the last date of application
Number of positions: One
Contract period: Two years from the date of joining.
Compensation: Fixed pay of Rs.1,80,000 (Rupees One lakh eighty thousand) per
month.

Selection procedure:



The shortlisted candidates are expected to travel to IIM Ahmedabad for
interview.
The travel expense by flight (economy fare) will be paid by the Centre.

Interested candidates are advised to APPLY ONLINE ONLY latest by October
09, 2019.

